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Abstract 

In DES the key scheduling scheme uses mainly shift registeE. By modifying this key 
scheduling, conventional cryptosystems can be designed which are. e.g., strong against 
exhaustive key search attacks (without increasing the key size), or have public key like 
properties. Other effects obtainable by modifying the key scheduling and their importance 
are discussed. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we come u p  with several ideas which are in contradiction with the 
common points of view in cryptography. So in the first idea (see Section 2) we will 
propose to reduce the key size of a cryptosystern t o  increase its security against exhaustive 
key search machines. This idea sounds crazy, but c a n  be realized for some cryptographic 
encryption algorithms (e.g. DES) if some very small modifications are used. In the second 
idea we will come up with a conventional cryptosystem which has public key like properties 
(see Section 3). In Section 4, we will give examples of conventional cryptosystems for which 
outsiders can prove the existence of a trapdoor in the scheme but they cannot use this 
information to find the trapdoor. 

All previous ideas are realized by using new key scheduling schemes 

2. Enforcing cryptosystems against a key exhaustive search 

DES [3] was criticized because the length of the key is only 56 bits. Several exhaustive 
key search machines were presented t o  break several modes of DES [5]. [6], [7], (81. and 
[9] Diffie and Hellman [7] proposed to  use a larger key size to avoid exhaustive key search 
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F i p r e  1: A schematic overview of DES. 

attacks. Yasaki [14] cites Hellman: “But the point we‘re making here is that  a small key 
guarantees insecurity7. In this section we will explain that in theory an algorithm which 
uses a short key, can be  made very strong against exhaustive key search machines. To 
realize this in practice some restraints are to be taken into consideration. 

To explain the basic idea Iet us consider DES as an example. The time needed by an 
exhaustive key search machine to find the key is in worst cases proportional to: 

max(tk,, t e a )  x (size of the key space) 
(number of used processors) 

where, for DES, the size of the key space is 25e. As mcntioned in Fig. 1: the time t k r r  
respectively t,,, is the time for executing the key scheduling, respectively the encryption 
algorithm without the key scheduling. Remark that for many hardware modules DES we 
have t,, > t k s .  To avoid exhaustive key search attacks, several ideas can be used. The 
most known is to  increase the key space (i.e, key size). Another is to slow down the 
algorithm (e.g. using more rounds in DES). This solution however reduces the practical 
use of the algorithm. The solution we prevent here, is t o  increase tks, such that t k s  > tea .  
In Fig. 2, a DES-like algorithm is presented which is 16 times harder to break than DES 
with an exhaustive key search machine! The used key K is 56 bits long and a is some 
fixed public known 64 bit pattern. Remark that if the kry is held constant this DES-like 
algorithm has the same encryption and decryption speed as DES! Hereto the so called 
‘‘subkeysn are stored, and were calculated beforehand. Essential for its security is that 
the DES algorithms in the new key schrduling of the DES-like algorithm (see Fig. 2) are 
chained. It is evidently necessary that no trapdoor in DES would allow to shortcut this 
chaining. From now on we will assume that DES doesn’t have the discussed trapdoor. 

~~~~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ ~  
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F i p r e  2: A DESr which is 16 times harder to break with an exhaustive key search 
machine than DES. 

It is now trivial to propose other DES-like algorithms which use a similar key schedul- 
ing. E.g .  one could use 16 times DES for the calculation of the next subkey, instead of 
one. This would slow down the key scheduling (and the exhaustive key search) with a 
total factor of 256. Evidently if last discussed scheme is used with a key K of only  48 
bits (the other 8 bits c a n  be  all zero), the security rcmains the same as for DES, from 
the point of view of exhaustive key search attacks. In theory one can increase the key 
scheduling time as much as we want) however in practice the users modify the key. Then 
the frequency of the modification of the key determines what an acceptable increase of 
the execution time of the key scheduling is. However one cannot reduce the key size too 
far. Indeed if the key is too short. one can precalculate ones and for all the subkeys for all 
possible keys and store them. In this case exhaustive key search machines use the precal- 
culated subkeys instead of calculating the key scheduling. .4 similar improved technique 
is valid for a chosen text attack. Remark that the key schedulin; scheme is in fact a kpy 
expansion, which is an important concept in modern cryptosystems [Ill. 

Several other schemes c a n  be used as key expansion instead of DES. E.g. one can use 
a modified RSA [13] T ~ P  key K of 56 bits is enlargpd with 7pro.s to  an input for the RSA 
algorithm of 768 bits, e and n as in RSA are public, however here n is a prime number of 
769 bits The 768 bit output  of this RSA schemc is used RS the 16 siibkeys of 48 bits. 

The analysis done rlln more round3 in DES by the aiithorq [4 ] .  is no longer valid for 
the DES-like algorithm. as a consequence of the harder cryptosystems. In other words 
the ideas presented here can also be used to  make a cryptosystem harder against other 
attacks than the exhaustive key search. 
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Figure 3: Using a one-way key scheduling scheme in feedback. 

3. Using feedback and one-way functions 

At the end of the key scheduling scheme in the original DES, the original key reappears 
in the shift registers C and D. This can be considered as some feedback. Indeed in DES no 
extra register is necessary to  store the used key, if the output of the key scheduling scheme 
is feedbacked. In the  schemes we proposed in this paper. this extra register is necessary, 
in order to continue to  use the same key. This is however not necessary! We can use a 
feedback at the end of the key schediiling. If sender and receiver remain synchronized 
and no transmitted bit8 are lost, the used keys are modified. but both use the correct key. 
Let us now discuss two cases a little more. In the f i s t  one; the key scheduling scheme 
itself uses a secret master key to calculate the actual 'session' key. Remark that the new 
session key has not to  be transmitted! In the second case no extra master key is used. 
The key scheduling scheme uses only public known information (as in DES). In this case 
no real advantage seems t o  be obtained with this feedback. We will now explain that this 
impression is wrong. 

Slippose last discussed feedback key scheduling scherne is used. What happens if the 
used function ks (see Fig. 3: a )  in the feedback is one-way? In that case the conventional 
cryptosystem acts partially as a public key system. We will explain this by an example. 
Suppose that a cryptosystem is located in some physical unsafe area. The security of the 
key is actually tarnper f rw,  but this can change at any time (e.g.  a bank located in an 
unstable political regime). One wants to de3ign a cryptoq-stem, such that if the  key of the 
sender is stolen. the cryptanalyst cannot imderstand the sent messages. A first possibility 
is to use a public key system. Indeed the public key (of the receiver). which is used to 
protect the privacy of the messages. cannot be usrd to drcipher. The second possibility 
is to use the one-way key scheduling scheme with feedback. Even if the key is stolen, 
it cannot help to decipher previous messages! Similar exa~riples can easily be found for 
other areas, in space applications for instance. ,4pplications of the same idea can be used 
to  protect keys in non- tamper free areas. e.E. in chip cards. Indeed chip cards are more 
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secure than magnetic cards, nevertheless not necessary completely tamper free. Related 
to this example, a similar scheme was prevented by Beker [I). 

Several schemes can  be used for this one-way function. DES is a good candidate for 
that. Some caution is necessary because only the so-called leader part of the feedback 
scheme is useful [lo]: The cyclic part of the scheme is not very secure. 

Another idea is given at Fig. 3, b. It has the same properties as the one we discussed 
for the scheme of Fig. 3, a. Additionally the future is protected even if the key K is found 
by any practical method different from physically stealing the keys kl and lea. 

Intead of one-way functions one can also us? hard pseudo-random functions in the 
sense of Blum and Micali [2] .  

4. Trapdoors in key scheduling schemes 

As we yet discussed in Section 2 trapdoors in the key scheduling are possible. To 
In this obtain the improvements, chaining DES must be free of a shortcut solution. 

section more trapdoors in key scheduling schemes will be discussed. 

We discussed at the end of Section 2 the use of a modified RSA scheme for key 
scheduling. We used however there a prime number n, instead of the product of two 
primes. Suppose however that the user of the cryptosystem verifies if n is indeed prime, 
and suppose it isn’t. He knows for sure that it can be that the one who designed the 
cryptosystem has deliberately chosen n as a product of primes kept secret by the designer. 
Using the Chinese remainder theorem this allows the designer to speed up RSA [12] and 
so the key scheduling and his exhaustive key search machine. Remark that the user 
of the cryptosystem can indeed verify the possibility of a trapdoor but cannot use this 
knowledge! Evidently if n is large enough, it can be the product of several primes, giving 
more advantage at the designer. We propose to use the expression “trapdoor algorithms” 
for this kind of algorithms, i.e. for the algorithms where the computation complexity 
depends on the knowledge of some information. 

A trapdoor can also b e  build in the feedback one-way key scheduling system. Indeed 
instead of using a one-way function, a trapdoor one-way function can be used. This 
allow the designer to reverse the feedback and decrypt previous messages, while this is 
impossible (hard) for outsiders. Remark that the cryptosystem remains a conventional 
cryptosystem! 

Such trapdoors (which are useless for outsiders if they only know the existence and 
location of the trapdoor} can be used. e.g. to reduce the misuse of an authentication 
system after it has been tampered. 

5 .  Conclusions 

In contradiction with the common ideas the key length is noc only the thzng to protact 
against exhaustive key search machines. Cryptosystems were proposed acting partially 
similar as public key systems Combining ideas of public key and conventional schemes, 
we proposed trapdoors in conventional systems. The trapdoors are detectable, but useless 
for outsiders. 
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A good key scheduling scheme is important. Very hard cryptosystems can be build, 
starting from simple ones, iterating them and using a hard key expansion (schediiling) 
scheme. 
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